
2 Ironbark Pl, Halls Head

DREAMING OF A HOME OF THAT LUSCIOUS LIFESTYLE
Rising high above this leafy surrounds in Halls Head is this luxury 3 Bedroom
2 bathroom home. In an exclusive cul-de-sac within 700m to the Sandy Halls
Head Beach. This sunny architecturally remastered residence showcases an
enviable peaceful and private outlook. Set across two levels, meticulously
renovated to fully consolidate it’s simply breathtaking interiors reveal
exceptional quality, enhanced by plenty of character and effortless flow to a
choice of entertaining areas. A location like this is all about lifestyle, schools
and bay walks just moments away.

This resort-like contemporary masterwork makes a world-class statement in
designer luxury living and spectacular indoor/outdoor entertaining. Soaring
over two levels with extensive living spaces and sweeping terraces
embracing picture-perfect panoramas of the garden and ocean in the
distance.

Grandstand views over the leafy hall head and ocean in the distance.
Two –level full brick and glass residence set on an easy-care 824sqm
elevated block.
Electric Secure gated access to the impressive grand entrance foyer
with electronic keypad entry, floor tiles through living areas, and touch
light switches throughout.
Formal living room plus dining room flowing through to the extensive
family room with gas fireplace to contemporary the comfort and
relaxation, and framed by floor-to-ceiling glass reveals the view.
The Kitchen is well appointed granite and timber island benchtop,

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not
that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept
any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should
make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD for $520,000
Property Type Residential
Property ID 12
Land Area 824 m2
Floor Area 258 m2

Agent Details

Michelle Spiteri - 0498 000 048

Office Details

Kevin Brincat Real Estate
0401 052 947
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